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1 INTRODUCTION
Indoor human information enables various smart building appli-
cations, such as elderly/child monitoring, space usage monitoring,
occupant behavior monitoring, security enhancement, etc. �ese
applications o�en require a non-intrusive way to obtain the human
information, including presence, count, location, identity, activity,
interaction, etc. Prior sensing methods to monitor indoor occupants
include vision-, RF-, mobile-based methods. Vision-based methods
are accurate but they require line-of-sight conditions. RF-based
passive sensing is non-intrusive but they o�en require high sensor
density. Mobile-based methods allow accurate individual sensing
but they require people to carry a device, which is not practical
for scenarios like elderly/child monitoring. We observe that people
interact with the ambient environment all the time. People step
on the �oor, touch the table, open/close doors, etc. �is human-
structure interaction induces vibration that travels on the surface of
the structure. �e way people contact structures and the properties
of vibrations propagation make the signal informative. �erefore,
we de�ne our overall research question as learning indoor hu-
man information through non-intrusive ambient structural
vibration sensing.

To achieve the accurate human information learning through
ambient physical vibration sensing, there are challenges caused
by the complexity of the physical world, which appears in vari-
ous aspects of the system. We summarize the detailed research
questions as follows: 1) variability of signals: how to obtain high
�delity sensing signal for human information learning; 2) variabil-
ity of structures: how to achieve accurate learning under di�erent
physical environments; 3) variability of human: how to achieve
accurate information learning of di�erent sensing conditions with
limited labeled data. Our overall methodology to answer these re-
search questions is to guide the learning with physics by combining
empirical models with analytic models. �erefore, the contribution
of this work include:
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• We present a non-intrusive indoor human sensing system
via ambient physical vibration sensing.

• �e sensing system is adaptive based on physics to acquire
high-�delity signal for human information learning [6].

• �e system uses the vibration signal physical properties to
achieve accurate human information learning [5].

• �e system guides the human information learning process
with physical measurements to achieve high accuracy with
limited labeled data [7].

2 RELATEDWORK
We introduce related work of this work from two aspects: indoor
human sensing methods and structural vibration sensing systems.
Various sensing methods have been explored to acquire indoor hu-
man information and they mainly fall into two di�erent categories:
mobile- and infrastructure-based sensing. Mobile-based sensing
is built upon the assumption that the monitored person carries a
device all the time [4, 8]. �e advantage of this includes requiring
no extra devices installation. However, the carrying-device assump-
tion may be hard to guarantee for some applications, such as elderly
and child monitoring. �e traditional infrastructure-based sensing
methods are mostly focusing on sensing the target directly [1, 9].
Compared to mobile-based methods, these methods have fewer
constraints on users, but they do require deployment ahead of mon-
itoring. We focus on infrastructure-based methods. Among all the
infrastructure-based methods, we investigate vibration-based sens-
ing due to its non-intrusive nature. Before being applied on human
sensing, vibration sensing has been widely explored in the �eld of
structural health monitoring [3]. Structural vibration based sensing
has been explored in recent years, especially on indoor human
tracking [2]. �is work focuses on the robustness of the system
in detecting various of human information from ambient physi-
cal vibrations and achieves accurate human sensing by combining
physics- and data-driven models.

3 STRUCTURE AS SENSORS OVERVIEW
Our ambient physical vibration approach detects vibrations induced
by human-structure interaction in the physical environment and
infers information from vibrations. In this way, the traditional sys-
tem’s sensing ability is extended by the structure, which we refer
to as ‘structure as sensors’. Figure 1 demonstrates the concept of
using structures as sensors and guiding data-driven models through
physics-driven models. �e sensing module takes into account the
signal decay model as well as human walking behavior to collabora-
tively adapt sensing con�guration to acquire high-�delity sensing
data [6]. �en the dispersion e�ects on structural materials are
modeled through data-driven calibration [5]. Finally, the learning
algorithm takes into account data distribution change with physical
a�ributes to achieve accurate sensing with limited labeled data [7].
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Figure 1: Structure as Sensors overview.

We use indoor pedestrian identi�cation as an example to ex-
plain how our methodology is applied. Person identity allows
personalized services in smart building applications. When a per-
son walks by a vibration sensor placed on the �oor, their footstep
induces unique �oor vibration and allows accurate identi�cation
[7]. We train a classi�er (data-driven model) based on training data
of footstep-induced vibration signals and use it to identify people
when they walk by the sensor again. However, when people walk
at di�erent footstep frequencies, their gait changes. On the other
hand, it is o�en the case that the labeled data has limited footstep
frequencies due to the practical data collection constraints. �ere-
fore, when training and test footstep signals are collected under
di�erent footstep frequencies, the identi�cation rate is low. Our sys-
tem, FootprintID, utilizes the fact that one person’s footstep signals
are similar under similar footstep frequencies. It trains the model
iteratively based on the measured footstep frequencies (physics-
driven model on data distribution change). Due to the guidance
of the physical a�ributes, each iteration (data-driven model) can
achieve high prediction accuracy. �en FootprintID expands the
labeled dataset with high con�dence prediction in each iteration.

4 EVALUATION
To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of our methodology applied in our
system FootprintID, we collect footstep signals from 10 people. We
ask them to walk at 7 controlled footstep frequencies by following
the metronome beats. �e controlled footstep frequencies are from
µ − 3σ to µ + 3σ with interval σ , whereµ is the average and σ is
the standard deviation of people’s footstep frequency based on a
survey. �e available labeled data is of frequency µ.

We compare the performance of our FootprintID to prior work
using supervised Support Vector Machine (SVM) and show the pre-
diction accuracy of people walking at di�erent footstep frequencies
in Figure 2. �e x-axis shows footstep frequencies, and the y-axis
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Figure 2: FootprintID identi�cation accuracy [7].

is the prediction accuracy. �e blue bars represent baseline method
SVM, and red bars represent our FootprintID. Our methods outper-
form the baseline 1.5X in the overall accuracy and 3X times in the
extreme footstep frequency accuracy [7]. �e reason our physical
a�ribute guided learning method outperforms the traditional super-
vise is that the learning order is determined by the physics-model,
which allows accurate prediction in each iteration.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
�e potential extensions of this work are as follows: 1) sensing
systems: the human-structure contacts induced vibration signal
characterization can be applied to di�erent types of structure for
various purposes. For example, other than spatio-temporal infor-
mation, human activity and behavior-level information learning
can be further explored. 2) learning guided by sensing: the iter-
ative learning guided by physical constraints methodology can be
applied to a wide range cyber-physical systems, where the labeled
data is of limited distribution. In addition, we can further explore
if the physical constraints and its corresponding data distribution
changes can be learned automatically. 3) security: the new sens-
ing modality leads to privacy concerns as well as opportunities
for new security solutions. One of our ongoing projects is to pair
co-located devices through their sensing events and compensating
the di�erence in sensing modality through physics models.
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